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of female intelligence in her country. Foreigners from
more enlightened countries were often horrified by the
ignorance of Austrian women. They were, as one
English visitor to Vienna remarked, " elegant, graceful,
and pleasing/' but they " rarely possess cultivated
minds." . . . "The principal reading of women of quality,"
the visitor writes, " is such as tends to pervert and
contract, rather than to enlarge and improve their
understanding. Holy legends, lives of female saints,
Masses, and homilies constitute their chief information.
They know little of Madame de Sevigne, and less of
Racine, Moliere, or Fontenelle. . , ."
" This want of improvement among women," he con-
tinues, " is universal, and the necessary result of women's
confined education. They are taught to sing hymns to
the Virgin, and to tell their beads devoutly. Of history,
poetry, and polite letters they imbibe no tincture. . . ."
The nurseries and schoolrooms of Maria Theresa's
sons as well as of her daughters were organised more
efficiently than many of the government offices, for her
immediate presence was constantly felt by her children's
tutors. The children spent the winter in the Ho/burg
in Vienna and the summer in Schonbrunn. Dr. van
Swieten was instructed to make a daily round of the
children's rooms, and to report the state of their health
to the Empress. She has often been praised as a remark-
able mother because, despite the cares of government,
she gave orders that she was to be called at any time,
** during the day or at night," if they were ill.
Whether she saw them or not, her sons and daughters
were never for an instant allowed to forget her omnipotent
presence. They felt that her invisible eye was cob*
staatly watching them, that she knew about every step
they took, every bite they ate, " It is my wish/* she

